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1. INTRODUCTION

Canada voluntarily opened its nuclear fuel cycle to international
inspection when it ratified the Treaty On the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) on 8 January 1969. Subsequently Canada signed
an agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) which
not only commits it to open its nuclear facilities to IAEA inspection
but also to accept "... that in implementing safeguards pursuant thereto
the Agency shall take full account of technological developments in
the field of safeguards, and shall make every effort to ensure optimum
cost-effectiveness and the application of the principle of safeguarding
effectively the flow of nuclear material subject to safeguards under
the Agreement by use of instruments and other techniques at certain
strategic points to the extent that present and future technology
permits".* Canada has undertaken to assist the IAEA in developing the
tools it requires to effectively apply safeguards: the TRUST program
which went forward iri the late 1960's and early 1970's is a good example
of such assistance.

Late in 1974 Canadian safeguards efforts were expanded and
accelerated with a goal of developing effective safeguards for the
CANDU reactor. The CANDU reactor has the following characteristics
which are significant to safeguards, namely:

(i) the fuel is natural uranium contained in small bundles,
(ii) refuelling is on-power and continuous,

(iii) refuelling can be done at either end of each of the several
hundred pressure tubes forming the reactor core

(iv) spent fuel bundles are continuously discharged and are
stored in water-filled bays.

These features give rise to special problems for safeguards since
the reactor core cannot be sealed off during normal operation and the
annual throughput of fuel is so large that counting and identifying
all spent fuel bundles would be an impractical, time-consuming task,
particularly since the spent fuel storage bays have enough capacity
to contain several reactor-years of spent fuel.

A cooperative program with the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB),
Atomic Energy of Canada (AECL), and the IAEA was established in 1975,
as laid down in Research Agreement 1733/CF, to investigate techniques
for the application of safeguards to a continuously fuelled reactor.
Analysis of the CANDU concept indicates that there are basically three
areas of prime safeguards concern:
(i) at the reactor face, where spent fuel is first removed from

the channel,
(ii) along the system for transporting spent fuel from the reactor

to the storage bay, and
(iii) in the spent fuel storage bay,

although other areas may also deserve some attention. The cooperative

*Article 6, GOV/1493, 6 December 1971
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program was thus designed to develop techniques and instruments to
safeguard these sensitive areas, but no attempt was made to establish
and install a complete, overall safeguards system. Because it was
clear that the imposition of a research and development program on an
operating power reactor whose sole function is to generate electricity
would severely constrain the program, the Douglas Point Nuclear Generating
Station was chosen as the main site for the project since it is owned
by AECL and power production is only one of its purposes. Douglas
Point is representative of most of the features of the CANDU station.

2. PROGRAM OUTLINE

2.1 Program Scope

Before a safeguards system can be established for any given reactor
it is essential to first determine the diversion possibilities at that
particular facility. This information can be provided by what is called
a "diversion path analysis" (DPA) of the actual facility to be safeguarded,
so one of the goals of this program was to develop a method of performing
a DPA which is particularly suited to the CANDU reactor type.

Two measures may, in general, be used to detect the diversion of
significant quantities of nuclear materials: material accountancy,
and surveillance/containment. The particular way in which these general
measures could be applied to effectively safeguard the CANDU reactor
in light of the overall safeguards objectives was another goal of the
program. Once this was established specific techniques and instrumentation
were required, some of which are unique to the CANDU reactor and so had
to be developed, demonstrated, and evaluated.

2.2 Specific Project Goals

The following subsections give the goals of each of the specific
projects undertaken under this program, with the results of each are
reported later in this document.

2.2.1 Diversion path analysis: to establish a model technique for performing
and reporting a DPA for a CANDU station.

2.2.2 CANDU safeguards system: to study the features of the CANDU station
and to establish how item accountancy and surveillance/containment
measures should be applied.

2.2.3 Bundle counter: to count the net flow of spent fuel bundles discharged
from the reactor core and sent to the spent fuel storage bay.

2.2.4 Covers and seals: to enclose a stack of spent fuel bundles in a way
that will allow an inspector to determine that no bundles have been
removed during an unattended period.

2.2.5 Spent fuel verifier: to analyse an array of spent fuel bundles to
verify by some attribute that all are spent fuel.

2.2.6 Photo-surveillance camera: to demonstrate the desirability of recording
the date and time on each frame exposed; to investigate the use of a
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random interval timer; to develop an optical motion trigger; to develop
a gamma radiation level trigger.

2.2.7 TV surveillance camera: to demonstrate the use of a TV system in a
limited access area.

2.2.8 Power monitor: to monitor and record the reactor power history.

2.2.9 Equipment evaluation: to assess the equipment and techniques developed
and under test in this program.

2.3 Personnel

The following lists the names and affiliation of those people who
were principally involved in the running of this program or who made
significant input to program projects.

O. Amundrud
R. Dennys
D.A. Head
J. Hodgkinson
A. Jones
J. Kaniewski
Y. Konnov
C.A. Simmonds

(AECL-MNRE)
(AECL-PPSP)
(AECB)
(AECB)
(AECL-CRNL)
(IAEA)
(IAEA)
(AECL-PPSP)

V. Smiltm'eks
R.M. Smith
W.D. Smythe
J.E.S. Stevens
I. Todorescu
A. Waligura
P. Vodrazka

(DSMA)
(AECL-WNRE)
(AECB)
(AECL-PPSP)
(IAEA)
(IAEA)
(AECL-PPSP)

3. RESULTS

3.1 Diversion Path Analysis^

A diversion path analysis was undertaken in 1976 of the Douglas
Point Nuclear Generating Station to establish a model by which such
anlayses can be carried out for CANDU nuclear power stations. The
work was done by Di!worth, Secord, Meagher and Associates under contract
to the AECB. The first step in the analysis was to define in a simple
physical sense what constituted a diversion and then to enumerate all
the possible diversion routes. Each of these diversion routes was then
evaluated as to the extent of diversion possible, potential means of
diverting material, the difficulty of the diversion, and the level of
safeguards necessary to detect such diversion.

The goal of this project was met by the work performed in that a
model for performing a DPA at a CANDU power reactor was established.
In addition the use of this model has the benefit that not only are
the diversion paths identified but also they r i quantified using
several parameters such that a priority ranking of paths is possible.
In this way an analysis of various safeguards options is possible so
that a cost-effective safeguards system may be established.

This work was reported in "Diversion Path Analysis of Douglas
Point Generating Station", Report No. 725/867 produced by Dilworth,
Secord, Meagher and Associates in August 1976 and distributed within
IAEA, AECL, and AECB at that time.
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3.2 CANDU Safeguards System

The salient features of the CANDU reactor of safeguards significance
were analysed by a joint working group with membership from IAEA, AECL,
and AECB with a view to establishing a general startegy for effectively
applying safeguards. Since the fresh CANDU fuel is natural uranium while
spent fuel contains plutonium, spent fuel was identified as the material
of prime safeguards concern, and it was on this material that the working
group concentrated. Spent fuel originates in the reactor core and is
discharged and transported by some mechanism to the spent fuel storage
bay where it is stored. Each of these three areas (the reactor core
and associated vaults, the transport mechanism, and the spent fuel storage
bay) were analysed in light of present day technology to determine how
material accountancy and surveillance/containment measures could be
employed to produce a scheme to effectively safeguard spent fuel - and
hence the plutonium contained therein.

The faces of the reactor and the spent fuel storage bay can be
monitored using photo-surveillance and TV surveillance and seals, while
item accounting can be applied by counting spent fuel bundles during
transfer from the reactor to the storage bay and by placing these in
sealed enclosures. Provision can be made for inspection and verification
of the bundles before sealing and reverification of the seals on the
enclosures.

The results of this work have been reported in the paper "Safe-
guarding On-Power Fuelled Reactors - Instrumentation and Techniques"
by A. Waligura, Y. Konnov, R,M. Smith, D.A. Head and J. Hodgkinson,
IAEA-CN-36/185 (and AECL-5712) presented at the IAEA International
Conference on Nuclear Power and its Fuel Cycle, Salzburg, Austria,
2-13 May 1977.

3.3 Bundle Counter

Item accounting provides a higher level of safeguards assurance
than containment/surveillance measures and therefore should be employed
wherever possible. Item accounting can be applied to the spent fuel
storage bay and a portion of the spent fuel transport mechanism, but
this requires the development and use of novel devices for its implementa-
tion. One such must be capable of counting the net flow of spent fuel
bundles discharged from the reactor core through the transport mechanism
to the storage bay - a device called the "bundle counter".

A prototype bundle counter was developed by Sandia laboratories
for the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and installed at the
Pickering Generating Station under the U.S.-Canada cooperative TRUST
Program. That device performs adequately in its basic function of
counting the net flow of spent fuel bundles under the conditions of
operation at Pickering G.S. and the overall accuracy of the count is
auite high (£99.5%) as determined over two periods, one covering more
than 18 months and the other about 11 months. The fact that this
instrument has operated for more than three years without failure
indicates that its reliability of operation is quite good, and this

J
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performance characteristic meets all that should be expected of an
operational instrument.

Although this prototype bundle counter very successfully meets
all the performance goals set for it, the installation itself is not
acceptablo for several reasons. Although the remote counters can easily
be read they have not been made tamper-resistant. In order to read the
secure counters a heavy concrete slab must be removed requiring that
equipment be set up and significant operator assistance be given: the
whole process requiring about 6 man-hours of operator effort. As well,
to read the secure counters the inspector must climb down into the spent
fuel transfer trench, a procedure which is potentially unsafe.

A second bundle counter project was undertaken at Douglas Point to
further test the performance of the Sandia instrument under the more
difficult conditions prevalent at Douglas Point and to design and
produce an installation which both reduced the man-hour requirement for
operator assistance in reading the secure counters and increased the
level of safety during the inspection routine. At Douglas Point the
bundle counter must be able to handle a much greater range of radiation
fields on spent fuel bundles than at the Pickering station due to larger
variations in the neutron flux both axially and radially. In fact the
bundles at the ends of each channel at Douglas Point are essentially
out of the neutron flux and can remain there up to two-years before
discharge. The second goal of the test, to reduce operator effort and
increase safety, appeared to be achievable if the bundle counter could
be installed in one of the concrete shielding blocks above the trench.
The shielding calculations which were undertaken, mostly by AECL Power
Projects, in order to design this installation required considerable
effort. An overall detailed review of the program results is presented
in "Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station Spent Fuel Bundle Counter
Performance Evaluation", by Dilworth, Secord, Meagher and Associates,
Report No. 764/954, November 1977.

We can draw several general conclusions from this project.
(1) The technology is available to produce an instrument which

can count the net flow of spent fuel bundles to the storage
bay, even under difficult conditions.

(2) A bundle counter is not and will not be an "off-the-shelf"
item, but there must be detailed applications engineering
to fit it to the particular reactor.

(3) When a large variation in the radiation fields on spent
bundles is normal there is difficulty keeping instrumental
error acceptably low (i.e. <1%).

(4) A bundle counter has definite limits within which it will
work effectively, and one of the parameters is reactor
power.

(5) It is possible to engineer an installation which requires
little station operator assistance to run and read the
instrument, and which does not present a high degree of
risk to the inspector.
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3.4 Covers and Seals

Containment and surveillance is commonly applied as a safeguards
measure in spent fuel storage bays using cameras. The cover and
seal technique can be used as a redundant containment and surveillance
method, with the advantage that the inventory is divided into small
groups so that failure of a cover or seal only exposes a small portion
of the total inventory. The goal of the Douglas Point program with
respect to covers and seals was to demonstrate that it was possible
to practically employ this concept, and this goal has been met.
Covers and seals also have the benefit that yearly physical inventories
become possible, since only a small number of seals require counting
and verification rather than a large number of spent fuel bundles.

The results of the cover and seal work undertaken under this
program are reported in "Ultrasonic Uniquely Identified Seal for CANDU
Spent Fuel Bundles Surveillance", by S.J. Crutzen, R.P. Debeir, J.
dal Cero, and R. Dennys, report 17-30085, 1977. Briefly, it was shown
that a "security" cage can be placed over and sealed to a stack of
trays containing a large number of spent fuel bundles to "protect" it,
and that it is practical to install and verify seals under water in a
spent fuel storage bay. The ultrasonically obtained seal signature is
both unique and reproduceable so that the seal may easily be re-identified
at any time with comparatively little effort.

An evaluation has been made of the anti-tamper capabilities of
the wire version of the ultrasonic seal, and these are considered to
be quite good. It is virtually impossible to duplicate the seal
signature and therefore the production of dummy or replacement seals
is not considered to be credible. An attempt by a machine shop to
refurbish a broken seal was not conclusive, but did raise the suspicion
that this may be possible given access to information on the construction
details of the seal. It is evident that improvements to the physical
detail of the seal are possible which will result in increasing the
level of security associated with this seal from good to very high.

The program has demonstrated that strict attention must be paid to
engineering detail with a view to increasing the ease with which all
operations are performed (and hence reducing the time required to
carry them out). For example, the threading of the wire portion of
the seal through the fuel tray inside the security cage proved to be
most difficult and time consuming, and this problem will receive
engineering effort in future applications to alleviate the problem.

3.5 Spent Fuel Verifier

A device that samples some attribute to verify that an object
is in fact spent fuel car, be useful in two different aspects of the
application of safeguards. Before objects which resemble spent fuel
bundles are placed under seal the inspector will desire assurance
with some degree of confidence that they are spent fuel, and similarly
if the seal is broken the device should be capable of reverifying
that the exposed objects are spent fuel. The practical problems
encountered are: (1) to chose a suitable attribute which can be
measured with some degree of confidence, and (2) to sample this attribute
while the fuel is stored in a two- or three-dimensional array.
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In this program the attribute chosen for sampling is the high
gamma radiation field associated with spent fuel: although this
attribute will not give complete assurance than on object is spent
fuel it has the advantages that it does give some assurance and it is
possible to sample this attribute given the technology available today.
One attempt was made to sample this attribute in the array of stored
spent fuel at the Douglas Point station, but was unsuccessful due to
insufficient collimation and/or positioning of the detectors.

This project was terminated without further work when it was
realized that the spent fuel storage method at Douglas Point is
not representative of the practice at new CANDU stations. The project
has been transferred to the 600 MW CANDU safeguards program and an
operating spent fuel verifier will be developed and demonstrated
therein.

3.6 Photo-Surveillance Cameras

The use of photo-surveillance cameras by the IAEA for safeguards
purposes is now a well established technique and a large number of
film cameras are presently in operation. The photo-surveillance
camera projects in this program were undertaken with the intent of
developing and testing features which could be added to film cameras
to improve their useability and performance. The document "Douglas
Point Nuclear Generating Station Surveillance Film Cameras Performance
Evaluation" by Dilworth, Secord, Meagher and Associates, report no.
764/967, December 1977 gives an outline of the projects and reports
the results obtained. A brief rfisumg of specific conclusions is given
here.

3.6.1 date/time function

All the cameras under test were constructed in such a way that
both the number of elapsed days and the time to the nearest minute were
permanently recorded on each frame exposed. This information proved
to be very valuable for determining the exact times at which events
of safeguards interest occurred, and doing so with no effort. As
well this information was also used as a diagnostic tool in determining
the occurrence and quality of some types of faults or failures of the
timers or the camera modual (such as multiple frame exposures).

3.6.2 random timer

Each of the cameras was equipped with a random interval timer
(more accurately described as pseudo-random) with which to trigger an
exposure, and this function was tested over a period in excess of a
year. The reliability of the timer could not be faulted but its
randomness was found to be wanting in several areas. A computer
analysis of the electronic circuit indicated that the design parameters
were not optimized; for example a 6-bit shift instead of a 10-bit
shift within the shift register would improve the randomness. As
well, an inordinate number of low probability sequences occurred in
one film for which about 1000 timer intervals were determined which
could not be ascribed to either a component failure or a wiring error.

The idea behind using a random timer to trigger a camera is that
this will effectively increase the film capacity of the camera and
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reduce the predictability of the interval between exposures. No
formal or mathematical study was undertaken to quantify those benefits
or to investigate possible drawbacks.

3.6.3 optical motion detector

One camera was equipped with an optical motion detector which was
to trigger an exposure whenever motion occurred in the field of view of
the camera. Unfortunately the detector could not be made to operate
in a satisfactory and stable manner and so no practical tests could be
undertaken.

3.6.4 gamma level detector

One camera was equipped with a gamma level detector which is
designed to trigger an exposure whenever the gamma radiation field at
the detector reaches or exceeds a set level. The detector was found
to operate as designed, but it did not produce photographs of radioactive
objects passing within the field of view of the camera. The failure may
be due to either or both of two effects: (1) the geiger tube is located
at the camera within the secure housing so that the radiation field from
the passing object will be attenuated by the distance between its path
and the camera, and (2) the camera observes an area which is somewhat
physically removed from it so that the point of closest approach
may not be within the field of view. This represents a failure of the
concept of placing the detector with the camera rather than of the
design per se.

It would appear that a strategically placed remote sensor would
have a better chance of success in many applications, although this
would present difficulties with securing the connecting cable.

Details of these cameras are presented in the three documents:
"Compact Secure Surveillance Camera System", SAND 76-0308, June 1976,
A prototype Optical Intensity Change Detector for the Compact Secure
Surveillance Camera (Model B)", SAND 76-0547, December 1976, and
"A Gamma Sensing Actuator for the Compact Secure Surveillance Camera
System (Model C)", SAND 76-0420, September 1976, all by J.W. Campbell
and J.J. Aragon of Sandia Laboratories.

3.7 TV-surveillance

The use of closed circuit television (CCTV) systems for camera
surveillance applications is a technique of growing importance to the
IAEA. Within the Douglas Point program a project was initiated to
assist the IAEA in evaluating the use of a CCTV system for surveillance
in a limited access location. In such an application CCTV is an
attractive technique since only the TV camera need be placed in the
limited access location while the monitor, recorder, and other
controls can be located in an easy-access area. A TV camera was
mounted within the reactor containment shell observing the fuelling
machine maintenance area while the recorder/monitor unit was located
outside the containment shell in an area which is continuously
accessible, and the cables connecting the two installations passed
through the containment shell.

\
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The AECB/AECL involvement in this project was one of providing
technical and service assistance to the IAEA, for example, the installa-
tion of the camera and the recorder/monitor units. The only installation
problem to arise was the stringing of the CCTV and power cables through
the containment shell, where we learned that any penetration of containment
requires considerable planning, approvals, and scheduling and cannot
be accomplished in a time less than several months. Since the operation
and evaluation of the CCTV system were done only by IAEA personnel, no
technical or evaluatory comments will be made herein. The project
officer was Y. Konnov, Division of Development and Technical Support,
IAEA.

At no time after the installation of this CCTV system was access
restricted to the recorder/monitor unit, although there were times when
access to the area surveyed by the TV camera was restricted. This
project, then, was a good practical demonstration of that advantage of
a CCTV system which permits the monitor and recorder to be located in
a continuous access area.

3.8 Power Monitor

The purpose of a power monitor is to provide an independent record
of the reactor power history to provide assurance that the reactor was
used in the manner claimed by the reactor operator. The Douglas Point
project involved the installation of an IAEA supplied device, its
subsequent removal, and a comparison by the IAEA of the record made by
the device to the operating record. The device supplied was a Mark II
Track-Etch Power Monitor originally manufactured by General Electric.

It was possible to find a suitable location for this device in
the Douglas Point reactor and successfully install it. However, the
first time the device was removed from the reactor after several months
operation it was found that the tape drive had malfunctioned and no
power history record had been made; a misalignment of the gear drive
was suspected.

The problem was corrected and the device reinstalled without incident.
However, removal of the device a second time after more than a years
operation has proven to be difficult. Several problems arose at the
station which affected its operation and which required a large number
of man-hours to resolve so that it was not possible to assign the
manpower necessary to remove the power monitor. To compound the difficulty
the power monitor cannot be removed while the reactor is at power and so
the work of its removal must compete with the high priority jobs scheduled
for shutdowns which are required for maintenance.

Because of the above-mentioned difficulties one must conclude that
the Track-Etch Power Monitor as presently configured is not an adequate
safeguards instrument since its servicing requires not only significant
operator assistance but also a reactor shutdown.

Once the device is removed from the reactor the contained tape will
be forwarded to the IAEA, Division of Development and Technical Support
for etching and evaluation.
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3.9 Equipment Evaluation

As part of the Douglas Point program the IAEA, Division of
Operations A was invited to operate the equipment under development
and to evaluate it as safeguards equipment. This was done on two
separate occasions early in 1977 during regular inspection visits to
Douglas Point, by teams headed by J. Kaniewski and by I. Todorescu.
AECB/AECL have not officially been informed of the results of those
evaluations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

r
The conclusions related to each piece of equipment are noted

under its specific sub-section in section 3 of this report. In
general this program has demonstrated that equipment can be designed to
safeguard the spent fuel from a CANDU reactor. The concepts developed
in this program are now being further developed and applied to the
CANDU 600 MW reactor.


